Our Mission…

Our mission is to maintain the highest quality standards for our products! Uinta Rock would like to provide the best customer service possible for YOU. We take pride in the products that we create. We hope you will find something in our products that you will love, and if not let us try and custom create something for you! Our goal is to promote and inclusive workplace and help the community with their decorative needs. Uinta Rock is a family owned business looking to bring new wonders into your life and others around you.
History of the rock...

Onyx is the Mystical Birthstone for the month of December. The name comes from the Greek word Onyx, meaning fingernail or claw. Legend says that one day while Venus was sleeping Eros (Cupid) cut her fingernails with an arrowhead and left the clippings scattered in the sand. No part of a heavenly body can ever parish so the Gods turned the clippings into stone. The stone became known as onyx.

In 1995, valuable calcite deposits were discovered in Northern Utah. This beautiful semi-precious Orange Onyx, also known as Hanna Utah Calcite. This is the only place in the world to find this particular Onyx.

Onyx is formed by the growth of long fibrous, tubular crystal cells of honey-yellow calcite that are surrounded by white membranes which define cell boundaries. These cells grow in needle-like bundles, adding to the strength and stability of the stone.

Legend has it that these precious stones can be collected to calm the mind, heal the body and maintain good health. Outside of the legends of great power they are also a very spectacular piece to add to any collection with their rare beauty and quality.

Some Testimonials...

“I have seen items made from this beautiful rock from table and counter tops to candle holders. The rock is semitransparent and light glows through. I have a son-in-law that carves jewelry out of these rocks and they turn out beautifully. It is worth your while to see how beautiful the slabs can be, they are as varied as granite and, in my opinion, more beautiful.”
-Joane Lagdon

“I bought one night light, took it home and loved it. The rock looks like the Matterhorn. I loved it so much I went back and bought three more for gifts. Everyone loves them. They are unique, interesting, and the most beautiful rocks I have ever seen. Well worth your time and money. You are talented, and innovative. Thank you for sharing your product at such a reasonable price.”
-Debbi Fugal

A few of our products...

• Wire-Wrap Necklaces
• Glow Rocks
• Key-Chains
• Engraved Key-Chains
• Wishing Stones
• Engraved Wishing Stones
• Round Coaster Set (4)
• Small & Large Acid Washed Cores
• Small & Large Acid Washed Paper Weights
• Candle Cylinders
• Night-Lights
• Round Ashtrays
• Small & Large Canisters
• Wine Bottle Chiller
• Wine Racks
• Custom Order
(To Be Discussed Upon Request)